D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL,CSPUR, BBSR – 21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK FOR SUMMER VACATION (2018 – 19)

CLASS: VIII
SL.NO

SUBJECT

1

Eng.

2

H. Hindi

3

H. Odia

4

L.Hindi

HOME WORK

1. Read the unit “Changing times” from My English Reader and
complete the given worksheets.
2. Write an article on „Generation gap‟ in your assignment 2 copy.
3. Read the chapter “The fun they had” and write the difficult word
meaning in your c.w copy and also frame sentences out of 10
difficult words.
1.Write the question-answer of „Ache Padoshi Ke Gun‟ in C.W copy.
2. Write two informal letter in c.w copy
3.paragraph writing:- (i) Adarsh Vidyarthi
(ii) Ped-podho Ka Mahatwa
4. Project:-„Doho Ka Sankalan‟. Collect any five dohe of any poet and
paste in A4 size paper with meaning.

1.Learn the question-answer of „Dimagi Ladai‟and do the BhasaAbhyas .
2. Paragraph writing:- (i) Mera Bharat Mahan
(ii) Vyayam Ka Mahatwa in c.w copy.
3. Write one informal letter in c.w copy.
4. Project:- Collect the pictures and information of any five beneficial
tree. Do it in A4 size paper.

5

L.Odia

6.

Math

7

PHYSICS.

Chem.

Biology

8

S.S.T

Solve problems from Exemplar Mathematics book in your maths
holiday home work copy
1.Square and square roots(25 questions)
2. Cube and cube root(25 questions)
3.Direct and inverse variation(25 questions)
1. Write 20 situations from your surrounding and identify the agent
exerting force in each case. Also write the effect in each case.
2. Learn all the Q/A of exercise of chapter Force and Pressure.
1. Prepare a ppt on combustion giving emphasis on conditions
required for combustion.
2. Write the symbol and name of the elements from 1 to 30.
Collect the picture of any 10 combustible and non combustible
substances and paste in your C.W.copy.
1. Collect the pictures of different implements of agriculture and
paste those on your C.W or H.W. copy.
2. Do the book exercise of chapter- Crop Production and
Management.
Students interested for project display can prepare model on the topic –
Science for Sustainable Development.
1.Learn the question answer of chapter-1 ,ch-8 and ch-16
2. Extra question are given in the snap homework and school
website. Answer them in your class work note book.

Supervisor

D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL,CSPUR, BBSR – 21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK FOR SUMMER VACATION (2018 – 19)

CLASS: VII
SL.NO

SUBJECT

1

Eng.

2

H. Hindi

3

H. Odia

4

L.Hindi

5

L.Odia

HOME WORK

1. Read the unit “People at work” from My English Reader and
complete all the given worksheet. Also collect the pictures of
different professions and paste them in your Assignment 2 copy
and write at least 5 lines about each of the professions.
Read the chapter „A Hero‟ and „Birdie, Will you pet?‟ and write the
difficult word meaning in the book.
1.Learn the question-answer of lesson 1 and 2.
2.Read the lesson 3 and write the difficult words 3 times in c.w copy.
3. Paragraph writing:- (i) Mithi Vani ka Mahatwa
(ii) Vidyarthi Aur Anusashan in grammar copy.
4. Write a 5 days of leave application to the principal in grammar copy.

1. Read and Learn the lesson 1 and 2 and do the Bhasa-Abhyas of same.
2. Paragraph writing:- (i) Hamara Desh
(ii) Anusashan in grammar copy.
4. Write a 5 days of leave application to the principal in grammar copy.

6.
Math

7

8

General
science.

S.S.T

Solve all the questions of unit-VIII(Rational number) from
Exemplar Mathematics book (NCERT) in your maths holiday
home work copy.

1. Do the exercise of chaper-Nutrition in plants of text book .
2. Read the chapter –Chemical Substances and Processes
3. Write the symbol and name of the elements from 1 to 30 in C.W.
copy.
4. Students interested for project display can prepare model on the
topic –Science for Sustainable Development.
1.Learn the question answer of chapter-1,ch-9 &ch-18
2. Extra question are given in the snap homework and school
website. Answer them in your class work note book.

Supervisor

D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL,CSPUR, BBSR – 21
HOLIDAY HOME WORK FOR SUMMER VACATION (2018 – 19)

CLASS: VI
SL.NO

SUBJECT

1

Eng.

2

H. Oriya

3

H. Hindi

HOME WORK

1. Read the unit “Celebrations” and complete all the given worksheets.
Also collect the pictures of various festivals of your country and
paste them in your asignment 2 copy.
2. Read the chapter “ Leisure ” and “ The White Elephant ”. Underline
the difficult words and write their meaning in assignment 2 copy.

1.Learn the question-answer of lesson 1 and 2 and do the Abhyas sagar of
the same.
2.Read the lesson 3 and write the difficult words 3 times in c.w copy.
3. Paragraph writing:- (i) Mere Vidyalaya Ka Pustakalaya
(ii) Ah! Barsat ka woh Pahla Din in grammar copy.
4. Write a 5 days of leave application to the principal in grammar copy.
5.Project on Solgan Writing-Jal Sangrakhasyan and Vrikshyaropan

4

L.Oriya

5.

L.Hindi

1. Read and learn the Question-answer of lesson 1 and 2.
2. Learn the Bhasa-Abhayas of lesson 1 and 2.
3. Paragraph Writing:- (i) Meri Kakshya
(ii) Hamara Jhanda.

6.
Math

7

G.Sc

Solve questions (1-185) of unit-I(Number system) from Exemplar
Mathematics book (NCERT) in your maths holiday home work
copy.
1. Learn all the Q/A of Chapter-1-Our Environment.
2. Draw or paste 5 different types of food chains in your copy.
Project –Nurture a plant in your nearby locality or at your home. For
example-mango,/neem/jamun etc.Prepare a report on it .

8

S.S.T

1.Learn the question answer of chapter-1& ch-8
2. Extra question are given in the snap homework and school
website. Answer them in your class work note book.

(Supervisor)

D.A.V. PUBLIC SCHOOL, CSPUR
SOCIAL SCIENCE
ASSIGNMENT -STD (VIII)
CHAPTER-1(Resources; Utilisation and Development)
ASSIGNMENT-1
1.Explain the classification of resources on the basis of renewability.
2.Human beings are the most important resource.Explain.
3.What is sustainable development?Why is it the need of the hour?
4.Suggest any three ways by which you can conseve energy at home.
CHAPTER-8(The Modern Period)
Assignment-2
1. Which period does the Medieval Indian History include?
2. Which period does the Modern Indian History include?
3. What type of information do we get from British Papers?
4. In which year the Vernacular Press Act was passed and for what?
5. Name the newspapers that worried the British government..
6. Collect photographs of Monuments of Modern period.
7.List the main sources of information of the modern period of Indian history.
Explain any four sources briefly.
8.Write a note on Gandhi Smriti.
CHAPTER-16 (OUR CONSTITUTION)
ASSIGNMENT-3
1. Why do we need a Constitution?
2. What were the various values behind framing the Indian Constitution?
3. India has a federal system but with a difference. Justify.
4. Differentiate between the federal and unitary form of government.
6. What is Privy Purse?
7. Why the preamble is called as the Soul of the Indian Constitution?
8. Explain how Indian Constitution is both rigid and flexible?
9Give the difference between single citizenship and dual citizenship.
10. How can we say that India has a Single Integrated Judicial system?

